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A

utomation is a mantra in testing. Anyone associated
with software development wants more test automation, but it’s often misunderstood. People who do test
automation know how difficult it can be. But some people do
not understand that automation is code, and that it needs to
have architecture and design just like production code. They
do not understand that it needs code review, and especially
ongoing maintenance, which can be more expensive than
maintenance of the production code. These misunderstandings about automation in addition to misunderstandings about
testing in general, make test automation a political problem as
much as it is a software problem.
In this issue, just as with last year’s September issue, test automation is the focus. As we
know, test tools have always lagged development tools. At the same time, as software
development lifecycles speed up and faster testing is needed, there is an ever greater
need for test automation. As the business has grown more aware of these facts, the test
automation tool market has rapidly grown. Today, most ALM tools (which we’ve written
about here) include test automation tools or an ability to easily integrate test automation
tools as normal practice. But remember the old saying ―a fool with a tool is still a fool.‖
Tools will not solve your test automation problems. Great test design, architecture, great
data design, and knowledgeable testers along with a great tool will get you started.
One of the most profound findings from the automation section of our 2010 Global Testing Survey is that 1/3 of respondents did 100% manual regression testing. What kind of
confidence will you have from that? It is difficult for product teams to fully realize what a
risk this is. If they did realize, I think many more companies would make the investment
in staff, training, methodology and tools to make automation as important as their production code. The risk is that high.
Test automation is more complicated today. Most test teams today have to support far
more platforms than ever in addition to traditional platform combinations, additional
browser combinations, matrices of client/server combinations, and now multiple mobile
platforms. Supporting a large suite of automated tests is hard enough. Supporting multiple tools due to inabilities for many tools to work across platforms, browsers and especially mobile devices makes an exponential nightmare. At this point, mobile automation
can be so problematic for traditional teams we devoted an issue entirely to automating
tests for mobile devices in December 2012.
In this issue, Karthik KK gives recommendations for organizing your automation code;
LogiGear CTO Hans Buwalda addresses misconceptions about test automation; Randall
Rice shows us why automation is not automatic; Amol Kher, Wello CTO, discusses the
challenges his Netflix testing team faced when implementing their mobile application;
LogiGear, Halliburton and Simco collaborate on a case study to show how to leverage test
automation to increase the efficiency of distributed teams; Jonathan Khol urges testing
teams to use games to make testing more engaging, productive and fun; and finally, Tad
Anderson reviews the book Experiences of Test Automation by Dorothy Graham and Mark
Fewster.
As always, we at LogiGear Magazine hope you find useful information to help in your test
efforts. Automate more!
Michael Hackett
Senior Vice President, LogiGear Corporation
Editor in Chief
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In the News
Bugs in Tax Software Stop People From Filing
Tax filing in the US was more difficult this year due to a glitch in
some tax software programs.
―We’ve seen that on a number of returns. Actually, several hundred
now,‖ said Income Tax Administrator for the City of Grand Rapids
John Schaut. ―Our counsel to tax payers who are using income tax
preparation software to prepare their city returns is that they be
patient, and check their software support site for updates.‖
Turbo Tax fixed the glitch for their users recently and the other popular programs should be fixed anywhere within the next few days to
the next few weeks. The error was caused by many last minute changes to tax provisions and credits, forcing
software companies to scramble to make updates.

Golden Gate E-Tolling System Passes Test
On March 27, the Golden Gate Bridge Highway and Transportation District implemented an all-electronic tolling system. Testing of the system began January 30.
The $16.8 million system offers 3 different methods of payment: the existing FastTrak system, pay-by-(license) plate and
cash—either pre-pay or post-pay also linked to a license plate.
For the former 2 options, software testing was a vital component to ensure that the system worked fast and flawlessly.
The bridge is the first in the state to switch from manual to electronic toll collections. According to District Spokeswoman, Mary
Currie, ―Everything went just as we expected. We didn’t expect
any glitches.‖

Big Things Expected from Istanbul Software Testing Conference
From May 23—May 24, over 1,000 software testing, business
analysis and quality experts will attend TestIstanbul 2013.
The conference, which will focus on the ―Future of Testing: New
Techniques and Methodologies,‖ seeks to act as a bridge between IT and business professionals and create a platform to
share global strategies, trends, best practices and insights into
software testing and the quality domain.
The conference will host prominent figures in the software field
as well as renowned writers Alan Richardson and Karen N.
Johnson, who will also share their knowledge on the theme. For
more information on the conference, head over to the organizer’s website.
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In the News Cont.
EuroSTAR Schedule Announced
EuroSTAR is an annual conference that takes place over
4 days (4 - 7 November) and features tutorials, active
workshops, track sessions, networking & community
events, an interactive Test Lab and exhibitions.
The program for the 21st annual EuroSTAR conference
was announced on April 11th with the theme:
―Questioning Testing.‖ Program Chair Michael Bolton and
Committee members Bart Broekman, Rikard Edgren,
Maaret Pyhäjärvi and Alan Richardson reviewed over 400
submissions from which they chose the most interesting and through-provoking topics.
For more details including a full conference schedule, head over to: http://www.eurostarconferences.com.

New Update Brings Improvements to Visual Studio
Visual Studio’s most recent update includes a mix of bug
fixes, performance improvements and new features.
The new functionality focuses on five areas of investment: agile planning, quality enablement, Windows Store
development, line-of-business development and the general developer experience.
The update also includes more tools for software testing, such as improved support for unit-testing asynchronous code and unit-test support for Windows Phone 8 apps and SharePoint 2013. In addition, developers can
now access Team Foundation Server's Test Case Management tools through the web portal.
To view a walk-through of the new features, check out this tutorial video: http://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/
Visual-Studio-Toolbox/Visual-Studio-2012-Update-2.

Barclays Bank to Change Their Testing Approach
Barclays is changing the way its software testers approach testing. Not satisfied with the typical repeatable, factory-like methods,
the company is pioneering a new approach that enables testers to
react, learn and adapt to situations as they evolve.
Barclays argues that repeatable processes create an
―inattentional blindness,‖ in which testers ignore anything that
isn’t part of the script.
―Over the last 15 years or so, software testing has frequently
been prioritized to adopt outsourcing and offshoring extensively,
and the financial models used to justify that decision are leveling out due to rising wages, cost of living increases and currency fluctuations,‖ said Keith Klain, head of the Global Test Center for corporate and investment banking and wealth management at Barclays.
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Blogger of the Month
Automation Frameworks and How to Build a
Simple One
Organizing your code in a simple and straightforward manner is vital to ensuring reusability
and clarity for other team members.
By Karthik KK
This can result in many advantages such as:






Easily understandable code.
Code that is easy to debug.
Rapid development of code.
Less error prone code.

Automation frameworks are developed during the initial
stage of any automation project. But, as we know, the initial
phase of automation will not contain all the final project
features. These will be added to the framework incrementally, hence we will start with small steps known as Folder
structures. These dictate where we are going to place our
codes within the folder. The folders in this structure are
given clear and meaningful names such as ―Utilities‖,
―Core‖ and ―Test Data‖.

A

n automation framework is a way to organize your
code in meaningful manner so that any person who
is working with you can understand what each file
contains.
Automation frameworks differ based on how you organize
your code - it can be organized based on your data, so that
any person who wants to use or edit data files such as an
excel sheet can do so easily. These types of frameworks are
known as data-driven frameworks.
Keyword-driven frameworks are those which can be written
with keyword functions such as: Login, ClickButton, SearchList etc. These enable automation engineers to work within
the framework easily, without ambiguity in function or code.

Once we have the folder structure in place, we can place
the code files within those folders. The folder structures are
common in any framework or automation testing tool.
The next step focuses on the ―Reusability‖ of the code we
write. Starting with the first iteration, the code should be
written with the intention of future use. Ideally, the code can
be reused by the team with few or no changes.

Long story short, a framework is
a way to organize your complex
code logic in a more meaningful
way to make life easier.

The combination of the above is called a Hybrid framework.
There are some other frameworks which are named accordSimilarly, the code should also be ―Generic‖ meaning
ing to their usage such as Modular frameworks, structural
the code should be compatible with more than one apframeworks etc.
plication. Since you are investing a lot of time in your
framework design and development, tomorrow your
Long story short, a framework is a way to organize your
company can come up with a new plan and can ask you
complex code logic in a more meaningful way to make life
to automate application B using the process you used
easier.
when automating application A. If you have written your
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framework specifically for application A, then you must rewrite your code for Application B. Lesson of the story— try to
avoid writing code specific to a particular application. Of
course, there are cases where you must write code for a
particular application. In these cases, try to isolate the application specific code in your framework and make it more
visible so that anybody working in the framework can understand that it’s only relevant to that application and not common to the whole framework.

These are just guidelines and not rules; they are not mandatory and you can still script without following them but you
may miss out on the advantages of having a framework.
Ten steps for test automation framework methodology:



Identify the scope of testing: Company oriented, Product oriented, Project Oriented, etc.



Identify the needs of testing: identify types of testing
e.g. FT, Web Services, etc. and applications / modules
to be tested.

Code written for automation must contain clear comments
that include the description of the code (which can include the
actual functionality of the code) and a specified return type.
The latter should be familiar to any programmer since automa- 
tion test engineers are no different from programmers.

Identify the requirements of testing: find out the nature
of your requirements, identify types of actions for each
requirement identify high priority requirements.



Evaluate the test automation tool: evaluation checklist,
identify the candidate tools available in the market,
sample run, rate & select the tools, implementation,
and training.



Identify the actions to be automated: Actions, Validations, and requirements supported by the tool
design of the test automation framework: framework
guidelines, validations, actions involved, systems involved, tool extensibility support, customs messages,
and UML documentation.



Design of the input data bank: types of input files, categorization, and design of the file prototypes.



Develop the automation framework: development of
script based upon framework design, driver scripts,
worker scripts, record / playback, screen / window /
transaction, action / keyword & data driven.

Above is a basic structure of how your framework should
look, as every framework or design has its own structure,
which can best understood by pictorial representation.



Population of input data bank: different types of data
input, populate data from different data sources, manual input of data and parent – child data hierarchy.

As you can see in the diagram, the framework has just 3
layers, but you can increase the layers of abstraction in
such a way that it can have between 3 and 10 layers. But
the number of layers depends on your needs and the complexity of your automation framework.



Configuration of the schedulers: Identify scheduler
requirements and configure the schedulers. ■

About Karthik

Karthik has been working as an Automation Test Engineer, Architect and
Consultant for the past 7 years. He has
done work for many different companies and uses tools such as QTP, SeleniThis was just an introduction to automation frameworks but
um, Visual Studio, Test Complete, and
I hope you got a basic idea of what they are all about.
Ranorex. Learn more about implementing frameworks and tips at his web site
What is a test automation framework?
www.executeautomation.com. You will also find many autoA test automation framework is a set of guidelines like cod- mation frameworks and tools to make your testing process
easier.
ing standards, test-data handling, object repository treatment etc., which when followed during automation scripting,
produce beneficial outcomes like increased code reFollow Karthik on Twitter @kartamd.
usability, higher portability, reduced script maintenance
costs, etc.
The theory of framework layering is this: The more layers of
abstraction you create, the more efficient your framework
will be.
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Cover Stor y
Misconceptions About Test Automation
“I hear people say good things often; I see them executed less often”
By Hans Buwalda, LogiGear Corporation
"Automation is good" "Automation is bad"
Both of these statements would be misconceptions in my
view. Automation should be a mere instrument for the tester, neither good nor bad. For most tests, when the tests are
well-designed, it is not even visible whether the execution is
automated or not.
Automation is not a silver bullet, it also presents some challenges. Automating a bad test doesn’t improve its quality; it
just makes it run faster. I recommend that you define the
test methodology, then choose the right enabling technology to help you implement the methodology. The methodology you choose should provide the following:

T





Visibility
Reusability and Scalability
Maintainability

est automation is significant and growing, and yet I
read many forum comments and blog posts about
test automation not delivering on expectations. It’s
true that test automation can improve reliability while minimizing variability in the results, speed up the process, increase test coverage, and ultimately provide greater confidence in the quality of the software being tested, but in
(too) many cases the benefits never fully materialize.

After the test methodology and tools are set, the next step
is to put the right people in place with the proper skills and
training to do the work. Testing is often underestimated as
a discipline. In an average project, most attention is given
to system requirements and programming. Testing is seen
as a supporting activity, and not much effort or money is
invested in building or upgrading the testing team. To be
effective, testers must have a deep understanding of the
system and subject matter under test and should be able
A significant part of the problem results from misconcepto think outside the box in order to find the subtler bugs.
tions about software test automation. Many view the auto- Testers also need to be able to work well with others, even
mation of tests as a low tech activity that the testers can
under stressful project conditions. I often encounter testers
take care of on top of their test design efforts. Unfortunate- who have not received training in even the most basic testly, many test tools on the market encourage this vision by
ing techniques. This is unfortunate since we’re talking
making automation "friendly" with nice looking features and about a small investment that can have a substantial imsupport for end users to do their own automation. However, pact on quality and productivity.
automation is in essence software development—you try to
program a computer to do something that you do not want Test automation visibility provides measurability and conto do yourself anymore. As with any software, automated
trol over the software development process, which keeps it
tests tend to be complex and they can break when somemanageable. Test automation visibility by itself does not
thing unanticipated happens.
provide high test quality; it merely enables us to see how
Implementing test automation with the wrong assumptions
will produce poor results. Poor results from automation will
lead to more misconceptions. Good automation provides
optimum productivity to the software testing effort; hence,
it leads to higher quality software releases. In order to help
make test automation better for everyone, I have attempted to address the most common misconceptions about
software test automation.
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well the test designers are trained. Addressing the training
issues will help in addressing the test case quality issues.
With good visibility established, you can make effective
management decisions about if, when, and how to do training and auditing to address the quality of tests.
The key to automation success is to focus your resources
on the test production; that is, to improve the quantity and
quality of the tests, not to spend too many resources on
automation production.
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Reusability and scalability of test automation improves test
productivity. However, productivity should be defined by (1)
the quantity of tests (driven by reusability and scalability),
and (2) the quality of tests (understanding of what the tests
are actually doing helps improve the tests qualitatively).

tion under test could uncontrollably impact tests that do not
necessarily care about them.

Even if successful, automating manual test designs one by
one is expensive. For manual testing, test engineers typically design, write and execute the manual tests, often in a
When test automation is reusable and scalable, the issue of high level of detail. Automation requires additional skills
quantity is resolved; when test automation is highly mainand expertise, typically an automation engineer, coder and
tainable, the cost of ownership is minimized, making the
test engineer—the coder role may be eliminated or at least
overall testing effort more cost-effective.
greatly minimized using a keyword framework. A lot of work
is required to adapt the manual tests for automation, and
Automation is easy
especially in large and diverse teams, test engineers don’t
all write test the same.
I'm still waiting to see my first "easy" automation project.
Development is hard; testing is harder, automated testing is Automating manual tests also results in defining test cases
the hardest. If you can do automated testing well, you're in around automation rather than test case development. This
an enviable position, even at the business level. If you don't inhibits creativity and results in bland tests. I prefer test
do it well, be ready to lose time and money.
cases to be the outcome of test development, not the input.
It’s much better to create automated test products as a
Many commercial testing tools are promoted and bought on whole— where one test case sets up the situation for the
the premise of ―so easy a cave man can do it‖. The primary next one.
features of these types of tools are automating the capture
and replay of manual test cases. Most deliver on the easy
Automation is the same as programming
to create part, but too often the results are inherently brittle
and difficult to maintain. When asked how many test cases I would hope not. Test automation is not a programming
are actually automated, most organizations report figures in challenge—it is primarily a test design challenge. In a good
the range of 20-30%—or less. This has to do with the
test design, you should not even notice which tests are exeamount of work required to automate a test case, and to
cuted automatically and which aren't. An experienced prokeep the automation up to date with the latest system
grammer will typically be good at factoring, something
changes, as well as the sheer amount of test cases with a
which can contribute greatly in high level test design. This
script for each test case.
makes having programmers and testers in the same team
(and with less harnessed roles) very effective in designing
Good test design and development are the critical and most automated tests.
often overlooked aspects of test automation. Few automation management and automation playback tools support
To have more automation you need more engineers
test development well. To solve an automation problem,
This is not even true for system development. It can be best
define the test methodology first and then choose the right
enabling technology to help you implement the methodology. be likened to ―The mythical man-month‖ — it takes one
woman nine months to birth a child, but nine women cannot birth a child in one month. For test automation, having
more engineers rarely has a lasting positive effect. Initially a
lot of tests can be automated, but when the system under
test changes, as is frequently the case in rapid development environments, a lot of test maintenance is required.
The result will be more time needed to maintain tests than
create new ones, and testing that starts to slow down. The
typical solution is more engineers, but there are limits to
adding resources. More up front planning and development
and thinking about what you do is the solution, particularly
modularization of test cases. Good modularization allows
you to focus on specific well-defined scope, and reach a lot
more depth in the process.
Automation is best for requirements based testing

Good automated testing is automating good manual tests

Requirements are almost the enemy of good tests. They can
lead to lazy test development when tests are created for
only the requirements on a 1 by 1 basis.

Most manual tests are not particularly suitable as a source
for maintainable automation. Manual tests often mix global Automated tests are dumb by definition
scope with details, which for a manual tester is not a big
A common impression is that automated tests are by definiproblem, but for an automated tester it becomes a maintetion dumb, compared for example to exploratory testing.
nance liability, where changes in such details in the applica-
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They often are, in particular when 1 on 1 based on requirements or specifications, but they don't have to be. It is the
responsibility of the testers (the team) to ensure tests are
not dumb. Automation is not an excuse. Testers have a lot
of experience that can be put to good use, and face it, unexpected situations are a common source of problems in systems that you won't find with tests based on requirements.
Automation is a good way to test a lot more unexpected
parameters, and good modularization (test organization)
allows you to focus on specific well-defined scope, and
reach a lot more depth in the process.
Automation is for regression testing

users, and encourage abstraction from unneeded details;
however, in themselves they don't help much if you don't
pay attention to how you organize your tests. Keywords in
fact can work as an amplifier: good practices get a better
pay-off; bad practices have more dire consequences than
they may have without keywords.
When using actions, we should predefine them
Some companies form a group that defines actions, while
others let engineers define them. However, it is about the
tests, not about the keywords (or the automation). Actions,
with their keywords and arguments, should be a by-product
of the tests. But it is important to standardize the naming
conventions for actions . A couple of guidelines:

In my opinion, this is a good example of the "carriage without a horse" view. In some cases it may be ok to make a

selection of already developed tests to use for regression,
but I don't see "regression" as a good angle for effective test
design. Certain test design elements, like good breakdown 
in modules and good flow in modules, help automation, but
automation is not a test design criterion.

Always start with a verb followed by a subject, like
"check balance."
Standardize the verbs, so always use "check" and not
"verify."

If there are automation problems, the tests should be debugged
―Thou should never debug tests!‖ If observed results are
not the expected results, it is not an automation problem.
Either the tester or the developer was off track with the
system requirements. If the application under tests isn't
working, go back and run lower level tests first. If your platform uses keyword actions, and they aren't working, it’s
likely they weren’t tested and debugged prior to being used
in tests.
You need criteria, like ROI, to decide which tests to automate
This is one of the most commonly found statements on test
automation. However, in a good testing project (my definition of 'good'), I like to regard automation as a supporting
activity. I prefer to see ROI metrics focused on tests (and
test development) than on their automation. It helps to
think of the ROI equation as having the benefits on one
side, and the costs on the other. For the benefits, consider
the productivity, both in quantity and quality of tests. For
the cost side of the equation, think about the reusability,
scalability and maintainability of the tests.
Keywords are a method
Keywords are nothing more than a format to write tests in.
They can be a good basis for a method for test development
and test automation, but they're not much of a method in
themselves. Keyword driven testing is a testing technique
that separates much of the programming work of test automation from the actual test design. Nowadays I consider test
modules (or a similar concept) as a more essential element
in effective test development and successive automation.

Testing and automation should be part of the system development life cycle
In general I feel there should be 3 product cycles:





the system under test
tests
automation (of keywords)

Keywords will solve your test automation problems

It is common to have testing and automation activities positioned as part of a system development life cycle, regardKeywords are not a magic wand. Some of the worst automaless of whether that is a waterfall or an agile approach. In
tion projects I have seen were in fact done with keywords.
an agile project, one team will typically be responsible for all
Keywords provide a convenient interface for non-technical
three of these product cycles, and their relations.
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System development follows any SDLC, traditional or agile
model. Test development includes test design, test execution, test result follow up, and test maintenance. Automation focuses solely on the action keywords, interpreting
actions, matching user or non-user interfaces, researching
technology challenges, etc. To create software, and to make
it work, requires specific skills and interests. It takes experience and patience to find the cause of the problem. This is
even more the case with test automation than it is other
software.

“What Management Doesn’t
Understand About Testing”
LogiGear testing survey 2010

Conclusion
We can differ on what is true and false regarding assumptions, but we can all avoid making the wrong ones by a tried
and true process: Think before you do, and pay attention to
test design and organization, not just to the technology.
The key to automation success is to focus your resources
on the test production; that is, to improve the quantity and
quality of the tests, not to spend too many resources on
automation production. ■
About Hans
Hans Buwalda leads LogiGear’s
research and development of test
automation solutions, and oversees
the delivery of advanced test automation consulting and engineering
services. The original architect of
the keyword framework for software testing organizations, he assists clients in strategic implementation of Action Based Testing™
throughout their testing organizations, and he is lead developer of LogiGear’s TestArchitect™,
the keyword-based toolset for software test design, automation and management.
Prior to joining LogiGear, Mr. Buwalda served as project director at CMG (now Logica) in the Netherlands. During his seventeen years with that firm he assisted clients in nine countries
to develop and deploy software testing solutions. He is an
internationally recognized expert specializing in test automation, test development, and testing technology management,
and speaks frequently at international conferences on concepts such as Action Based Testing, the Three Holy Grails of
Test Development, Soap Opera Testing, and Testing in the
Cold.

A root cause of misunderstanding is often related to
growth. As projects and organizations grow, roles and
skills become specialized.
This results in layers of management and controls that
impede collaboration. The
breakdown in collaboration
then leads to inaccurate assumptions.

He is coauthor of Integrated Test Design and Automation
(Addison Wesley, 2001) and holds a Master of Science in Computer Science from the Free University, Amsterdam.
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Feature

Test Automation is Not Automatic
Once you get past the idea that the tools do all the work, you can do the planning and other
work needed to increase your chances of success.
By Randall Rice, Rice Consulting
Not every test can or should be automated
Think about the things you test that are not very repeatable.
Or, they may be prone to constant change. Perhaps the
things you test are developed in a technology that has little
or no tool support.
Then, there are tests such as user acceptance tests that
need people’s evaluation to judge acceptance.
Some tests require creativity and adaptation to perform.
You may have to make judgments during the test, which
may be too complex to describe in a script. Test automation
leverages the mundane testing to give more time and attention to the unique tests.

R

ecently while teaching a workshop on Testing Dirty
Systems, I uttered this ―Randyism‖ off the top of
my head, ―Test automation is not automatic.‖ I
realized immediately that I had just concisely stated the
problem in making test automation a reality in many organizations.
Most testers know that test automation is not automatic.
(Wouldn’t it be great?) However, management many times
does not know or accept that reality.
There are some test tools, such as unit test tools, that are
practically automatically applied. My remarks in this article
are aimed at the capture/playback and scripting tools for
test automation.
The issues are that:

Your job is to identify the tests that can be automated.
(They don’t come labeled!) Then, you must understand the
nature of the test, such as the pre-requisites, the steps to
perform it, the exceptions, and where to find the expected
results. None of this is automatic. It’s all test design and
test implementation.
For those tests that can be automated, it takes time and
effort to build the automation
It’s one thing to automate a function, but another to design
a good test of the function. That’s why capture/playback is
so appealing, yet lacking. The issues are: What are you testing in the capture session? Then, how can you extend those
tests to add value?
You have to apply approaches like data-driven testing and
keyword-driven testing, which take time and effort to understand and implement. These are not ―out of the box‖ deliverables.



Not every test can or should be automated.



For those tests that can be automated, it takes time
and effort to build the automation.

For those tests that have been automated, the tests must
be maintained



For those tests that have been automated, the tests
must be maintained.



It takes time to lean how to use a tool.

This has been one of the consistent issues in test automation. There are things you can do to ease the maintenance
burden, but it doesn’t do away with the issue.



It takes effort and planning to implement a test automation framework.

For example, modular and reusable test scripts are very
helpful in reducing the number of tests that must be maintained. Still, you must maintain the scripts you have.

None of these are automatic, even with the best of tools.
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This means you must know when the application has
changed, what the changes were, and create new tests for
those changes. This implies the presence of configuration
management and traceability.
It takes time to learn how to use a tool
Of course, the learning curve varies by tool, but the fact
remains that a tool with sophisticated features will take
some time to learn. The learning curve also varies by person. Some people with deep experience in automation may
be able to learn very fast, but when you consider the wider
deployment, most people will fall on the lower end of the
experience scale.

Conclusion
This article is certainly not an in-depth treatment of this
topic. Entire books and training courses have been written
to address these and other aspects of test automation.
I hope this expands on my simple statement ―Test automation is not automatic‖ to provoke your own thinking on this
reality.
For over twenty years now, I have seen a wide variety of test
tool companies promote their tools as being effort-free,
script-less, or however they choose to position their products. The evidence shows these are often empty claims.
Just compare the numbers of people who have been successful in using test automation tools to those who have
given up using the tools. It’s about 25% successful to 75%
unsuccessful in my research.

You must assess your organization’s
abilities to know if mentoring will help.
The best mentor in the world can’t help
the person who isn’t ready to learn.
I hope this article is an encouragement to those who have
tried to implement test automation as well as to those who
haven’t. It’s important to go into these projects with your
eyes open and expectations at a realistic level. Once you
get past the idea that the tools do all the work, you can do
the planning and other work needed to increase your chances of success. ■

The time also varies by the approach used to get training.
Some people try self-learning which is noble, but typically
takes longer than classroom training. Mentoring from an
About Randy
experienced person may be the best approach.
You must assess your organization’s skills and abilities to
know if mentoring will help. The best mentor in the world
can’t help the person who isn’t ready to learn. Is that another ―Randyism?‖
It takes effort, money and planning to implement a test
automation framework
The framework can take a variety of forms, but the context
here is the organizational framework which provides a way
to efficiently build and control test automation. Tools are
only one-third of the picture. You also need processes with
trained and motivated people to make everything work together.

Randy Rice is a thought leading author,
speaker and practitioner consultant in
the field of software testing and software
quality. Rice has worked with organizations worldwide to improve the quality of
their information systems and optimize
their testing processes.

Randy is on the board of directors of the
American Software Testing Qualifications
Board (ASTQB). He holds all three ISTQB
advanced testing certifications: Advanced Test Manager, Advanced Test Analyst and Advanced Technical Test Analyst.

In 1990, Randy founded Rice Consulting Services, based in
Out of the box, tools are just software. A process framework Oklahoma City in the United States.
helps with reuse and the maintenance of test automation.
His website is www.riceconsulting.com. His blog is
Frameworks aren’t automatic, either. They must be adapted randallrice.blogspot.com.
to fit each situation, therefore they require time, effort and
funding to design and implement.
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Testing Netflix on Android
Due to the variety of devices present in the Android ecosystem, Netflix faced a multitude of
development and testing challenges to meet the needs of their mobile users.
By Amol Kher, Wello Inc.
work. Unfortunately, we could not use Selenium or the Android Native Driver, because the bulk of our user interactions occur on the HTML5 front end. As a result, we decided
to build a slightly modified solution.

W

hen Netflix decided to enter the Android ecosystem, we faced a daunting set of challenges:

Our modified test framework heavily leverages a piece of
our product code which bridges JavaScript and native code
through a proxy interface. Though we were able to drive
some behavior by sending commands through the bridge,
we needed an automation hook in order to report state
back to the automation framework. Since the HTML document doesn’t expose its title, we decided to use the title
element as our hook. We rely on the onReceivedTitle notification as a way to communicate back to our Java code
when some Javascript is executed in the HTML5 UI. Through
this approach, we were able to execute a variety of tasks by
injecting JavaScript into the web view, performing the appropriate DOM inspection task, and then reporting the result through the title property.

1. We wanted to release rapidly (every 6-8 weeks).
2. There were hundreds of Android devices of different
shapes, versions, capacities, and specifications which
need to playback audio and video.
3. We wanted to keep the team small and happy.
Of course, the seasoned tester in you has to admit that
these are the sort of problems you like to wake up to every
day and solve. Doing it with a group of fellow software engineers who are passionate about quality is what made overcoming those challenges even more fun.
Release rapidly
You probably guessed that automation had to play a role in
this solution. However automating scenarios on the phone
or a tablet is complicated when the core functionality of
your application is to play back videos natively but you are
using an HTML5 interface which lives in the application’s
web view.

We had to figure out how to categorize devices in buckets so we can be reasonably
sure that we are releasing something that
will work properly on these devices.

With this solution in place, we are able to automate all our
key scenarios such as login, browsing the movie catalog,
searching, and controlling movie playback.
While we automate the testing of playback, the subjective
analysis of quality is still left to the tester. Using automation
we can catch buffering and other streaming issues by adding testability in our software, but at the end of the day we
need a tester to verify issues such as seamless resolution
switching or HD quality which are hard to achieve today
using automation and also cost prohibitive.

Verifying an app that uses an embedded web view to serve
as its presentation platform was challenging in part due to
We have a continuous build integration system that allows
the dearth of tools available. We considered Selenium, An- us to run our automated smoke tests on each submit on a
droid Native Driver, and the Android Instrumentation Frame- bank of devices. With the framework in place, we are able
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to quickly ascertain build stability across the vast array of
makes and models that are part of the Android ecosystem.
This quick and inexpensive feedback loop enables a very
quick release cycle as the testing overhead in each release
is low given the stakes.

To put it another way, when it comes to watching Netflix,
any device other than those ten devices can be classified
with the high priority devices based on their configuration.
This in turn helps us to quickly identify the class of problems associated with the given device.
Small happy team
We keep our team lean by focusing our full time employees
on building solutions that scale and automation is a key
part of this effort. When we do an international launch, we
rely on crowd-sourcing test solutions like uTest to quickly
verify network and latency performance. This provides us
real world insurance that all of our backend systems are
working as expected. These approaches give our team time
to watch their favorite movies to ensure that we have the
best mobile streaming video solution in the industry. ■
About Amol

Amol is the Chief Technical Officer at
Wello, a startup that focuses on connecting users with trainers over live
video. He is currently developing a
mobile app for the product. In his
Device diversity
previous job, he was the engineering
manager for the tools and test team
To put device diversity in context, we see around 1000
at Netflix mobile team and was redifferent devices streaming Netflix on Android every day. We
sponsible for shipping the Netflix
had to figure out how to categorize these devices in buckets
Mobile app on the iOS, Android and
so that we can be reasonably sure that we are releasing
AppleTV platforms. Prior to Netflix, he was an early engineer
something that will work properly on these devices. So the
devices we choose to participate in our continuous integra- on the Chrome for Android team at Google.
tion system are based on the following criteria.
We have at least one device for each playback pipeline
architecture we support (The app uses several approaches
for video playback on Android such as hardware decoder,
software decoder, OMX-AL, iOMX).
We choose devices with high and low end processors as
well as devices with different memory capabilities.
We have representatives that support each major operating
system by make in addition to supporting custom ROMs
(most notably CM7, CM9).
We choose devices that are most heavily used by Netflix
Subscribers.
With this information, we have taken stock of all the devices
we have in house and classified them based on their specs.
We figured out the optimal combination of devices to give
us maximum coverage. We are able to reduce our daily
smoke automation devices to around 10 phones and 4
tablets and keep the rest for the longer release wide test
cycles.

The Pain of Live Streaming on Android
Streaming video on mobile devices remains one of the most challenging and
frustrating experiences for viewers and
broadcasters alike. When HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS) was introduced, the
goal was simple: easily stream live and
on-demand video content to devices with
a variety of bandwidth connections. Android’s lack of native HLS support is one
of the factors for why streaming to mobile devices remains a challenge. Since
HLS is a proposed draft from Apple, and
not yet an accepted standard by the
IETF, companies like Google and Microsoft are both wary about ceding any
control of their platform to Apple.

This list gets updated periodically to adjust to the changing
market conditions. Also note that this is only the phone list,
we have a separate list for tablets. We have several other
phones that we test using automation and a smaller set of
high priority tests, the list above goes through the comprehensive suite of manual and automation testing.
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Case Study
Leveraging Global Talent for Effective Test Agility
How Halliburton leveraged test automation as an effective means of increasing efficiency across its globally
distributed teams.

By Todd Little & Suzanne Elliott, Halliburton
Joe Hughes, LogiGear Corporation
Florin Simion, Simco International Ltd.
Like many other software systems, Nexus is collection of
integrated applications. This system of systems comprises
multiple millions of lines of source code and provides a
complete user experience from data preparation to numerical simulation to 3-dimensional visualization. And while
many modules of the Nexus family are next-generation,
there are several aspects that are legacy and are complicated further by the need to support both the next-generation
simulator as well as the legacy simulator.
The development and testing process
The Nexus development team had been doing many things
right since they started development in 2001, but had not
fully embraced agile development. In 2007 the team moved
to a more structured Scrum environment. While not a drastic change for the team, the additional structure seemed to
work well and helped identify some of the areas where
there were bottlenecks.
One of the most important things that the entire team realized was the importance of having an automated regression
test suite which exercised the functionality without going
through the graphical user interface. While the team did not
ver the years many agile proponents have come
have extensive unit tests, they did have a good set of funcout strongly against offshoring some of the develtional tests that provided overall feature coverage. Prior to
opment team, and in particular against having a
any commitment being finalized, the development regresremote testing team. We made use of not one, but two sepsion suite was run. In addition to the developer regression
arate outsourcing providers located in two distant locations.
suite, the team relied on a customer regression suite, a
While we had many challenges, what we found was that by
manual smoke test, and additional exploratory testing. The
starting with an overall testing strategy and an understanddeveloper regression suite safety net had paid off well for
ing of the strengths and constraints, we were able to
the team and they had general confidence in their checkachieve outstanding results. In particular, we were able to
ins. However, these developer tests were not finding issues
reduce defects found in customer beta testing by 84% and
that were showing up in the more complicated customer
known customer issues at deployment by 97%.
models. To make matters worse, the big challenge with the
customer regression suite was that it took almost a week of
Landmark Graphics is a wholly owned subsidiary of Halliburcomputation time on a high-end cluster to determine if the
ton and is the premier provider of software and technology
tests passed or failed.
services for the upstream oil and gas industry. Its software
solutions help geoscientists and engineers make highly
High performance computing software is designed to be
complex technical and business decisions. The specific
able to run on multiple processors, sometimes upwards of
product line involved in this case study is DecisionSpace
64 or 128 cores. This parallel computing can effectively
Nexus[1][2], a next generation reservoir simulation software
reduce computation time significantly. The flip side of that
suite which utilizes a finite difference mathematical model
is that there is a reason why the software needs to use a lot
to allow companies to accurately model hydrocarbon asof processing power – it is doing very complicated scientific
sets, enabling rapid decisions on high-dollar development
calculations that take a lot of computational cycles. While
scenarios.

O
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Moore’s Law and multicore processors have increased
computational power, the complexity that the engineer
builds into their models has grown in lockstep. Engineers
tend to design their models so that they can get results
back with overnight turnaround. Some models like those in
our customer suite take several days to complete. One
engineer at a customer site joked that the most complex
models are measured not in days, but in haircuts.

whether the test results were meaningful. We evaluated
LogiGear as a partner because they provided expertise in
GUI test automation that included their own test automation software toolkit. We saw this as an opportunity to augment our domain talent with test automation, thus allowing
our engineers to focus on higher value testing. We kicked
this off with a test team in Vietnam and a project manager
based in California.

In addition to the challenges of long computation times,
reservoir simulation brings the additional challenge that the
problem is being solved by approximation techniques. In
other words, small perturbations in either data or algorithmic code, or even running on a slightly different processing
environment can result in different output results. The development team had been long aware of that issue and had
built an intelligent differencing tool to help understand
whether generated results were within engineering accuracy of the baseline results.

The problem
Developer tests were catching many regression issues, but
the more complex customer regressions were still catching
a lot of problems. Besides taking a long time to run to provide results, the problems discovered with the more complex customer data were also difficult to debug.

Our developer test suite was very simple but covered most
of the functionality. On the other hand, the customer datasets did not utilize all the potential functionality, but were
significantly more complex both in terms of size of the modWe used a fairly standard approach to test automation. A
els as well as in the overall interactions with the models.
given test scenario was run through the system and the
For the overall system, the smoke tests covered a few
results compared against a known baseline. For most soft―happy paths‖ created from the top six integrated training
ware testing the difference is absolute. What is required for
workflows. These tests did not exercise any particularly
our situation is to have a smarter differencing engine that
complex scenarios, but since they were manual tests they
compares results and reports on whether the differences
were both time consuming and monotonous for the testers.
are within engineering accuracy. If they are, the new results
then become the new baseline. If not, then there is an isAs things were, both the developers and the testers were
sue that needs to be addressed or understood. Sometimes
barely keeping up with the defect backlog. And when they
our engineers will find that while the results do not appear
did think they had things under control customers would
to be within engineering tolerance, the software is nonetheinvariably find issues in beta testing or once deployed.
less doing the right thing. The differences are artificial and
could be considered the results of ―butterfly effects‖ of a
What we did
poorly conditioned system.
We decided that we needed to evaluate how we could optiOffshore outsourcing
mize our testing efforts. The developer and customer regressions were working well but did require some mainteOver the years many agile proponents have come out
nance to keep up with new functionality. Figure 1 shows the
strongly against offshoring some of the development team,
direction that we took with our testing strategy. We looked
and in particular against having a remote testing team. We
at what was working and where we had gaps. It was an
had a corporate mandate to utilize outsourcing and decidinvestment that we hoped would pay out with better covered we were going to make the best of it. In the end we were
age and faster feedback. With the help of our outsourcing
pleasantly surprised by the overall results. We made use of
partners, we set out to make it happen.
not one, but two separate outsourcing providers located in
two distant locations.
Florin Simion, one of our co-authors, is a professor of petroleum reservoir engineering within reservoir simulation and
had a software development team in Romania. We partnered with him to build a team of 2 software developers
and 3 petroleum engineers. While we had typical startup
challenges, it was refreshing to talk to engineers who actually understood what we were trying to do. They quickly took
over the smoke test, and while it initially took nearly their
whole day to run the manual smoke test, they eventually
got to the point where they could do it in 4 hours. This allowed time to do additional testing and also to serve as
domain experts to assist the development team.
While we had been interested in doing more GUI test automation, our team did not have the bandwidth or the expertise to do it well. Our testers were petroleum engineers—
they needed to have engineering skills in order to know
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Figure 2. Agile Testing Quadrants
The team felt that the greatest need was an additional set
of tests that were more complex than the developer tests
and exhibited some of the complexities of the customer
datasets—but would provide overnight turnaround. We
dedicated one of our Houston petroleum engineer testers
to developing what we called the ―Mid-Tier‖ regression
suite. This suite of test models was built of synthetic data
subsets similar to some of the more complex customer
models. Effort was put into making sure that the test suite
would run overnight.

suite of lightweight functional tests worked quite well for
them. The nature of the reservoir simulation problem is
such the solution of the whole system of equations is necessary to see the full interplay of the complex physics being simulated.

A key aspect of our overall test automation strategy was
that it freed our valuable reservoir engineers to be able to
spend more time on Exploratory Testing (Q3). This is where
the engineers could really utilize their domain knowledge
to challenge the system in a manner likely to be used by
At about the same time we started working with LogiGear’s one of our customers.
Vietnam team to automate our smoke tests. Our objective
was to increase coverage through automation, while at the Testing logistics
same time freeing up our reservoir engineers so that they
With test automation, a potential pitfall is often the time
could utilize their domain expertise to do more exploratory
required to maintain automated tests. Especially in agile
testing and to design more test cases.
development, if major revisions of the automated tests are
required for each new software release then the test team
Testing quadrants
will always have problems keeping the tests up to date. A
One useful way to look at testing strategy is through the
primary goal of our automation was to utilize a method that
Testing Quadrants originally proposed by Brian Marick[3]
would allow the team to maintain and grow the test suite
and then further expanded by Lisa Crispin and Janet Greg- without major effort.
ory[4]. The Testing Quadrants are shown in Figure 2.
The initial smoke test automation pilot project with LogiWe largely focused the automation effort on quadrants Q2 Gear targeted the top six integrated workflows used for
and Q4. The mid-tier and customer tests were geared first Nexus software training. In addition to providing experitowards functional accuracy (Q2), but since computational enced test automation engineers, LogiGear also provided
performance is one of our key differentiators we made
the test automation tool (TestArchitect) which they develsure to track any performance changes as we ran all our
oped that utilizes the Action Based Testing[5] methodolotests (Q4). It is also worth noting that the Nexus team
gy. Initially, the testing tool required some development to
chose to use a lightweight form of functional testing with
support Linux as well as some proprietary legacy applicathe developer regression suite to cover what would often
tion components. The ability to customize the tool was
be done via unit testing in Q1. The team did have some
critical to automating all the test cases.
unit tests and arguably could have had more unit tests,
however their approach to having a developer regression
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Test leads for the pilot were established at each testing
location. Workflows were prioritized and accountability for
initial LogiGear automation split across assigned testing
resources. Houston engineers found it easiest to provide
movies to guide the testers through the integrated smoke
test workflows. Our Simco test lead had previously spent
time with the team in Houston, and being very familiar running the smoke tests manually could answer any questions
the LogiGear testers had regarding workflow requirements
that may not have been clear in the movie clips.

Complexity includes project composition such as team size,
geographic distribution, and team maturity. Uncertainty
includes both market and technical uncertainty. The four
quadrants are named with metaphorical animals.
The Data Studio team, while globally distributed, was nonetheless fairly small and also had very well defined tasks
necessary for the update from the legacy simulator to cover
the new functionality. With low uncertainty, generally low
complexity and a senior team leader, we let the team largely manage themselves.

The remote test engineer viewed the movie and used the
Action Based Testing method to create the test cases as a
series from keywords (actions) with arguments. The automation focused not on automating test cases, but automating the actions. Since there are far fewer actions than test
cases, and action implementations tend to be shorter than
test case implementations, the automation effort is more
manageable. This is especially evident when the application
under test changes. Using the action based test suite, only
a limited number of actions had to be maintained.

Surfnet was a new product and was looking to provide a
solution that no other commercial product currently solved.
This meant that it had high uncertainty. The team was relatively small, although globally distributed. The senior developers were collocated in Houston with two remote developers and a tester in Romania. The remote team was managed independently by one of the senior developers and
communicated as necessary via email and phone conversations with a minimum of a weekly sync up meeting.

Managing the globally distributed teams was challenging
but worked out quite well overall. Our primary development
team was in Houston with some developers in France and
Romania. We had domain testers in Houston and Romania
and the automation testers were in Vietnam. Having the
project manager for LogiGear in their California office was
invaluable for the communication required for test tool augmentation as well as any necessary testing automation
reprioritization.

Figure 3: Context Leadership Model
Team logistics
As mentioned earlier, the Nexus product line is made up of
multiple applications which are developed by sub-teams.
The individual products are quite diverse in the technology,
team size, amount of legacy code and other parameters.
The Context Leadership Model[6][7] shown in Figure 3 is a
model that we have used to look at projects based on the
degree of uncertainty and complexity.
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The NexusView team started with two developers and one
primary tester. This project had some overlap with the
Surfnet project so we simply merged the team into the
Surfnet Scrum meetings.
The Nexus simulator team was all collocated in facilities in
Houston and was by far the largest team. Nexus is the core
engine and must coordinate with the other supporting applications. Overall the uncertainty was moderate and the overall complexity put it into the cow category. As a result we
settled on a longer iteration length of three weeks. The
team started with daily standups, and while they found value in the standups they felt that the nature of their R&D
work fit better with standups every other day. The team
adjusted and continued to deliver in a highly effective manner.
The overall system of systems required managing all of the
uncertainty and even more complexity. The total team size
was such that we did not feel the need for a Scrum of
Scrums model. Instead, we had two ScrumMasters that
covered all of the projects, and essentially had them pair to
cover the overall release. Each ScrumMaster had primary
accountability for a couple of teams, and the other participated in key Scrum meetings for those projects that they
did not have direct responsibility. In that way both of them
were up on the overall program and knew what cross team
issues needed to be resolved. This model worked quite well
as not only did the cross team communications happen
efficiently, but when one of the ScrumMasters was out we
had the other one help out without missing a beat.
How it worked out
The results from the project were impressive. Our concerted
effort on improving quality demonstrated significant improvement over the prior year. In both cases we had a 2-3
month beta program with a couple of key customers. Table
III summarizes the results and compares with the prior year.
The improvement in quality was substantial.
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Although overall things went very well, there were several
challenges that we either had to overcome or live with. We
deal with very sensitive customer data. While customers
are willing to share that data with us for our limited use in
testing the software, our agreements generally do not extend
to our offshore partners. This limited some of what we were
able to accomplish with our partners and required use of
synthetic data for much of the testing done by the offshore
teams. While we would have preferred to have more flexibility
here, this was something that we found we could work with.
Initially the time shift to both Romania and Vietnam created
challenges with communication. In the end the time shift
and overlap in times between teams actually turned out to
work to our benefit. Most of our team was in Houston, while
our petroleum engineering partner was in Bucharest, Romania, and our test automation partner was in Vietnam.
The time shift to Romania is a very manageable 8 hours,
and particularly manageable as our partner was very flexible with work schedules. We utilized the Romania team to
help with communications with the Vietnam team.
Once we had tests in operation, the Vietnam team would
initiate the automation tests during their day, overlapping
with the Romania team during the Romanian morning. By
the afternoon in Romania, the petroleum engineering team
would take a deeper dive into any issues raised by the automation tests to make sure that we understood what the
issues were. In the end what we got was a daily automation
that ran during Houston nights and provided reliable status
by the time developers arrived the next morning.
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With the success of the Landmark division, over 20 Halliburton divisions are now utilizing 3-15 LogiGear automation engineers per division, and are using customized applications of TestArchitect to allow testing to keep up with
rapid development cycles. The positive results through the
combination of in-house management, outsourced testing,
and TestArchitect test automation has increased confidence in the ability to deliver a high quality product to clients.
Conclusion: what we learned
Test Automation is Necessary to Maintain Velocity. Prior to
this initiative the team was diligently working but nonetheless struggling to keep up with quality issues. Our existing
automation testing was invaluable, but we still relied too
much on manual testing. We also realized that additional
automation suites could make a big improvement in our
overall productivity. By augmenting our test automation we
were able to find issues faster and give our domain experts
more time on exploratory testing.
A Testing Strategy Helps to Maximize Efficiency. The team
had some good automation and exploratory testing, but
knew they could be better. Rather than just randomly add
more tests, we looked to see which types of tests would
add the most value. For us we found that adding an additional set of functional tests and automating GUI smoke
tests could pay off quite well.
Outsourcing Can Work When Used Judiciously. We relied
heavily on outsourcing partners to get this work done.
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While we had some minor challenges in the beginning, we
found that it was quite workable. It won’t work well if you
don’t have the right talent or the right attitude. Our partners
wanted us to succeed and we wanted them to succeed.
We found that even test automation can be outsourced
effectively. The key was the combination of domain expertise, provided by our own team and our Romanian partner,
Simco; with the test automation expertise of LogiGear; and
the in-house project management that made this globally
distributed team work in our agile development environment. By focusing on what our partners were good at and
recognizing what we were good at in-house, we were able to
leverage our overall talent. We found qualified petroleum
engineers who were able to be part of our team and make
significant contributions. We found talented testers that
arguably understood GUI test automation better than us.
Test automation does not replace exploratory testing. While
test automation is critical to check against regression defects, we found exploratory testing still to be critical. Our
exploratory testing found more than 80% of the defects—
that was made possible by automating more tests so we
could free-up our domain experts to do more exploratory
testing.
Distributed teams can be effective. Our teams were globally
distributed and we certainly had some overhead associated
with that distribution. We aimed to minimize the overhead
of the distribution using a pattern common to software de-
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velopment—loose coupling and tight cohesion. We aimed to
have locally collocated teams that had tight cohesion, and
recognized that there was coupling and dependencies
across distributed teams. We first sought to understand
those dependencies and then made sure to monitor and
manage the dependencies. ■
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Feature

Test Automation Games
Using gamification concepts to analyze testing activities helps provide a structure to analyze what we do, and
to help us identify gaps and areas to address to help make testing more engaging, productive, and fun.

By Jonathan Kohl
tool to repeat the tests than deal with the repetition inherent in regression testing, so they use tools to try to automate that repetition. In other words, regression testing is
often outsourced to a tool. In this context, we are concerned
that the software works reasonably well for end users in the
places that they use it, which are social situations. The software has emergent properties by combining code, system
and user expectations and needs at this level. We frequently look to automate away the repetition of manual testing. In
video game design terms, we might call repetition that isn’t
very engaging as ―grinding―. (David McFadzean introduced
this idea to me during a design session.)
The system context is a bit more rare, but we test machine
to machine interaction, or simulate various messaging or
user traffic by sending messages to machines without using
wo dominant manual testing approaches to the soft- the GUI. There are integration paths and emergent properware testing game are scripted and exploratory testties that we can catch at this level that we will miss with
ing. In the test automation space, we have other apunit testing, but by stripping the UI away, we can create
proaches. I look at three main contexts for test automation:
tests that run faster, and track down intermittent or other
bugs that might be masked by the GUI. In video or online
1. Code context – e.g. unit testing.
games, some people use tools to help enhance their game
2. System context – e.g. protocol or message level testing.
play at this level, sometimes circumventing rules. In the
3. Social context – e.g. GUI testing.
software testing world, we don’t have explicit rules against
testing at this level, but we aren’t often rewarded for it eiIn each context, the automation approach, tools and styles ther. People often prefer we look at the GUI, or the code
differ. (Note: I first introduced this idea publicly in my keylevel of automation. However, you can get a lot of efficiency
note “Test Automation: Why Context Matters” at the Alberta for testing at this level by cutting out the slow GUI, and we
Workshop on Software Testing, May 2005)
can explore the emergent properties of a system that we
don’t see at the unit level.
In the code context, we are dominated now by automated
unit tests written in some sort of xUnit framework. This type We also have other types of automation to consider. Load
of test automation is usually carried out by programmers
and performance testing is a fascinating approach to test
who write tests to check their code as they develop prodautomation. As performance thought leaders like Scott Baructs, and to provide a safety net to detect changes and
ber will tell you, performance testing is roughly 20% of the
failures that might get introduced as the code base chang- automation code development and load generation work,
es over the course of a release. We’re concerned that our
and 80% interpreting results and finding problem areas to
code works sufficiently well in this context. These kinds of
address. It’s a fascinating puzzle to solve – we simulate real
tests are less about being rewarded for finding bugs –
-world or error conditions, look at the data, find anomalies
―Cool! Discovery!‖ and more about providing a safety net for and investigate the root cause. We combine a quest with
coding, which is a different high value activity that can hold discovery and puzzle solving game styles.
our interest.
If we look at Test-Driven Development with xUnit tools, we
In the social context, we are concerned about automating
even get an explicit game metaphor: The ―red bar/green bar
the software from a user’s perspective, which means we
game.‖ TDD practitioners I have worked with have used this
are usually creating tests using libraries that drive a User
to describe the red bar (test failed), green bar (test passed)
Interface, or GUI. This approach of testing is usually domiand refactor (improve the design of existing code, using the
nated by regression testing. People would rather get the
automated tests as a safety net.) I was first introduced to
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the idea of TDD being a game by John Kordyback. Some
people argue that TDD is primarily a design activity, but it
also has interesting testing implications, which I wrote
about here: Test-Driven Development from a Conventional
Software Testing Perspective Part 1, here: Test-Driven Development from a Conventional Software Testing Perspective Part 2, and here: Test-Driven Development from a Conventional Software Testing Perspective Part 3.

In many cases, we attempt to automate what the manual
testers do, and we fail because the tests are much richer
when exercised by humans, because they were written by
humans. Instead of getting the computer to do things that
we are poor at executing (lots of simple repetition, lots of
math, asynchronous actions, etc.) we try to do an approximation of what the humans do. Also, since the humans interact with a constantly changing interface, the dependency
of our automation code on a changing product creates a
(As an aside, the Session Tester tool was inspired by the fun maintenance nightmare. This is all familiar, and I looked at
that programmers express while coding in this style.)
other options. However, another inspiration was code one of
my friends wrote to help him play an online game more effectively. He had used that algorithm to create an incredibly
powerful Business Intelligence engine. Code he wrote to
enhance his manual game play in an online game was so
powerful at helping him do better work in a gaming context,
that it was also effective when applied to a business context.
Software test automation has a couple of gaming aspects:
1.
2.

Ability to automate parts of the manual software testing game we don’t enjoy.
Its own software testing game based on our perceived
benefits and rewards.

In number 1 above, it’s interesting to analyze why we are
automating something. Is it to help our quality goals, or are
we merely trying to outsource something we don’t like to a
tool, rather than look at what alternatives fit our problem
Cem Kaner often talks about high volume test automation, best? In number 2, it’s fascinating to look how we reward
which is another approach to automation. If you automate a people who automate and map automation styles and apparticular set of steps, or a path through a system and run it proaches to our quality goals, not to mention help our
many times, you will discover information you might otherteams work with more efficiency, discover more important
wise miss. In game design, one way to deal with the boreinformation, and make the lives of our testers better.
dom of grinding is to add in surprises or rewarding behavior
when people repeat things. That keeps the repetitiveness
Much of what we do as testers can be thought of in a game
from getting boring. In automation terms, high volume test
context. Using gamification concepts to analyze testing acautomation is an incredibly powerful tool to help discover
tivities helps provide a structure to analyze what we do, and
important information. I’ve used this particularly in systems to help us identify gaps and areas to address to help make
that do a lot of transactions. We may run a manual test
testing more engaging, productive, and fun. Many video
several dozen times, and maybe an automated test several games also have automation activities, or automation assishundred or a thousand times in a release. With high volume tance to help empower players to have a better experience.
test automation, I will run a test thousands of times a day or I encourage you to analyze your own favorite games for
overnight. This greatly increases my chance of finding prob- inspiration on how to create even more effective test autolems that only appear in very rare events, and forces seem- mation approaches. ■
ingly intermittent problems to show themselves in a pattern.
I’ve enhanced this approach to mutate messages in a sysAbout Jonathan
tem using fuzzing tools, which helps me greatly extend my
reach as a tester over both manual testing, and conventionJonathan Kohl is an internationallyal user or GUI-based regression automated testing.
recognized consultant. As a thought leader
Similarly, creating simulators or emulators to help generate
real-world or error conditions that are impossible to create
manually are powerful approaches to enhance our testing
game play. In fact, I have written about some of these other
approaches are about enhancing our manual testing game
play. I wrote about ―interactive automated testing‖ in my
―Man and Machine‖ article and in Chapter 19 of the book
―Experiences of Test Automation―. This was inspired by
looking at alternatives to regression testing that could help
testers be more effective in their work.
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in mobile application development, developing policy and strategy, and helping
teams adjust to methodology changes,
Jonathan doesn’t just write and talk about
developing software, he actively helps
teams deliver the best products they can.
Jonathan has contributed to three books
as a chapter author, has written over thirty
articles for industry publications, and has
presented at many conferences as a tutorial and workshop trainer, track talk and keynote speaker. He is the
author of the book “Tap Into Mobile Application Testing.”
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Glossar y: Test Automation
Framework: An abstraction in which software providing
generic functionality can be selectively changed by
additional user written code, thus providing application
specific software. A software framework is a universal,
reusable software platform used to develop applications, products and solutions.

Test Script: The instructions in a test program. It defines the actions and pass/fail criteria. For example, if
the action is "to enter a valid account number," the
expected result is that the data are accepted. Entering
an invalid number should yield a particular error message.

Harness: A collection of software and test data configured to test a program unit by running it under varying
conditions and monitoring its behavior and outputs. It
has two main parts: the test execution engine and
the test script repository.

Load Testing: The process of putting demand on a
system or device and measuring its response. Load
testing is performed to determine a system’s behavior
under both normal and anticipated peak load conditions. It helps to identify the maximum operating capacity of an application as well as any bottlenecks and
determine which element is causing degradation.

Test harnesses allow for the automation of tests. They
can call functions with supplied parameters and print
out and compare the results to the desired value. The
test harness is a hook to the developed code, which
can be tested using an automation framework.
Keyword/action-based testing: A software testing methodology suitable for both manual
and automated testing. This method separates the
documentation of test cases -including the data to
use- from the prescription of the way the test cases
are executed. As a result it separates the test creation
process into two distinct stages: a design and development stage, and an execution stage.
Test Module: In Action Based Testing a test module is
a container for a well-defined flow of test cases. Test
modules consist of test objectives and action lines.
The test objectives outline the scope of the test module into individual verbal statements defining what is
to be tested by the test cases contained in the module. The tests in the test module are defined by a series of "action lines," often further organized in one or
more test cases. Every action line consists of a keyword that defines the action, and arguments that define the data for the action, including input values and
expected results.
Test Case: A set of conditions or variables under which
a tester will determine whether an application or software system is working correctly. The mechanism for determining whether a software program or
system has passed or failed such a test is known as
a test oracle. In some settings, an oracle could be
a requirement or use case, while in others it could be
a heuristic. It may take many test cases to determine
that a software program or system is considered sufficiently scrutinized to be released. Test cases are often
referred to as test scripts, particularly when written.
Written test cases are usually collected into test
suites.
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ROI: A performance measure used to evaluate the
efficiency of an investment or to compare the efficiency of a number of different investments. It is one way
of considering profits in relation to capital invested. In
software, this can measure the beneficial effects of
QA, testing and other investments on the final
product’s quality and sales.
Reusability: A segment of source code can be used
again to add new functionalities with slight or no modification. Reusable modules and classes reduce implementation time, increase the likelihood that prior testing and use has eliminated bugs and localizes code
modifications when a change in implementation is
required.
Visibility: The ability to see what is truly happening to
the entire or any part of the project at any point in time
under any circumstance in any level of detail. Visibility
is not only the collection and storage of metrics and
indicators but a way to analyze, visualize and communicate them. The ability to monitor and assess the
system is the key first part of managing or directing
anything.
Maintainability: The ease with which a product can be
maintained in order to: isolate defects or their cause,
correct defects or their cause, meet new requirements
make future maintenance easier, or cope with a
changed environment.
Scalability: The ability of a system, network, or process
to handle a growing amount of work in a capable manner or its ability to be enlarged to accommodate that
growth. For example, it can refer to the capability of a
system to increase total throughput under an increased load when resources are added.
Sources: Wikipedia, PC Magazine
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Book Review

Experiences of Test Automation
By Tad Anderson
ning, Scope, and Expectations, Relationships with Developers, Triggers for Change and Getting Started, Tools and
Training, and Political factors.
The technical issues covered include Testware, Abstraction, Architecture, Test Execution Tool, Automation Standards, Reusability, Documentation, Flexibility, Results and
Reporting, Testing the Tests, What to Automate, Failure
Analysis, and Finding Bugs.
The book includes a really nice table of Case Study Characteristics. Some of the characteristics include location,
lifecycle (process used), number of team members, time
span, tool types, pilot done, ROI measured, was it successful, and is the project still going on. This table really
helps you hunt down topics you are interested in reading
about first. The index of this book is really nice also. I
mention that because I have seen some books lately
where the publisher didn't want to foot the bill for a nice
one. That can be very aggravating.
The book's last chapter is titled Test Automation Anecdotes. It is filled with experiences from the field that the
authors felt were worth repeating, but did not constitute
an entire chapter.

E

very once in a while a book is put together that
should be read by every person with a relationship to software development. This book is one of
them. Everyone dreams of automating their software
testing, but few make it a reality. This down-to-earth book
contains stories of 28 teams that went for it, including
both successes and failures.
Many books simply provide you the success path. This
book also provides you with the steps you could possibly
be taking that could lead to failure, helping you to change
your path before failing.
The book starts with a nice overview of the case studies
and an introduction to the key issues addressed by the
case studies. Besides each case study being summarized, it also includes introducing the topics and pointing
out the chapter they can be found in. They are broken
down into management and technical issues.
The management issues include Objectives for Automation, Management Support, Return on Investment and
Metrics, Automation in Agile Development, Skills, Plan-
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The book also has a nice table in the appendix that lists
all the tools mentioned in the book. It includes which
chapter they are in, where or not they are open source,
and a link to the tool owner's website.

Every story is well written and
well edited. This is one of the
best resources available for
helping expand your experience
level without having to make the
mistakes to learn from along the
way.
I have repeatedly seen attempts at test automation fail for a verity of reasons. This book included
them all: lack of management support, believing
the tool is all you need, trying to automate tests
without documenting them, and trying to automate every test. The level of difficulty and effort is
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almost always underestimated. This book definitely
puts the level of effort into perspective.
Almost every story's environment is unique. I really
like the way the stories provide solutions to problems that could not be solved by simply purchasing
a tool. These solutions are not the industry's best
practice solution, but rather home grown solutions
to problems unique to their environment. Now that
this book is out they may become best practice
solutions. The primary thing they do is make you
think out of the box. It is really refreshing to read
such a real world book.
Every story is well written and well edited. This is
one of the best resources available for helping expand your experience level without having to make
the mistakes to learn from along the way. I wish this
same format would be done with software projects
in general; that is, with the same level of honesty. I
see failing projects constantly being touted as successes. Buggy, over budget, late projects, are not a
success. Kudos to those authors who stepped up to
write about the failed projects!

I only have one word of warning. These stories suck
you in. You may find yourself saying "Just one more",
and then suddenly looking at the clock and realizing
it is 3 am.
All in all I highly recommend this book to everyone
in the business of building software. Before you
attempt to automate your testing, read this book! ■
About Tad
Tad lives in Mount
Joy, PA with his wonderful wife Wendy
and his faithful companion Artimus (4
year old Maltese). He
has been programming since 1992
and specializes in
Software Architecture. He is currently
serving in the role of
Enterprise Architect at Penn National Insurance.

The authors come from a wide range of technologists. You can check out the 28 case study summaries on the author's web site.
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Vietnam View

Music of Vietnam, Past and Present
Although Western-style pop music is more commonly listened to in Vietnam today, the traditional
style of music is still preserved. This traditional music has a rich history, and has been influenced by
both the East and West.

By Brian Letwin, LogiGear Corporation
which began in the 19th century, forced new cultural
norms upon its urban populations. But while French culture heavily influenced architecture, food and politics, it
wasn’t until the American occupation that western influences seeped into music. Taking off in the late 1960s, a
number of young Vietnamese artists began to emulate
popular American music. If not for the difference in language, one would be hard pressed to tell the difference
between the imitation and the original. As in the US, this
era is referred to as the ―Golden Age‖ of music. However,
with the fall of Saigon and the unification of Vietnam,
many Western influences were torn down, and music
was no exception. Many of the famous pop musicians
fled for the US and Europe and have only recently been
allowed to perform in their homeland.

M

usic is an important cultural component for any
society, and Vietnam is no exception. The history of Vietnamese music is a long and refined
one, with influences from both East and West depending
on the geopolitical nuances of the time. From Chinese
traditional music to American-style pop, musical diversity
is one of the country’s most interesting cultural elements.
With over 54 ethnic minorities, Vietnam has long been
home to a diverse music scene. Classical Vietnamese
music, which traditionally comes from the north, can be
traced back to the Mongol invasions when the Vietnamese captured a Chinese opera troupe. Central Vietnam,
once the stronghold of the Cham Empire, is known for its
melancholy melodies. The south of the country, which has
only been Vietnamese for a few centuries, does not have
a distinct musical heritage, but rather an eclectic one.

Today, the emulation continues in full force. As goods
and ideas flooded into Vietnam with the reforms of the
mid-nineties, so did the music of Korea, Japan, and the
West. These are the primary influences of Vietnamese
pop music today as artists strive to become the Vietnamese Rihanna or Jay-Z.
While it may seem that the Vietnamese are constantly redefining their musical preferences, traditional folk music
is still extremely popular, especially among the older
generations. The average Vietnamese doesn’t listen to
the old imperial music anymore, and Vietnamese Idol is
now one of the country’s most popular TV programs,
promoting imported styles and the growth of local stars.
However, the old style of music is still preserved and is a
popular tourist attraction in all corners of the country. ■

Vietnam has 50 national music instruments, but percussion is the star. Some of these have lasted millennia
such as the đàn đáy, đàn tranh, đàn nhị and đàn bầu.
Sets of pipes and wind instruments are also popular
pieces that have transcended time. Like in many other
societies, while the Vietnamese upper-crust was listening
to ―classical‖ music in their imperial courts, the general
population was creating and performing a variety of folk
music which even today is of great cultural importance.
It’s not uncommon to hear your neighbors singing and
playing folk songs on guitar through the night.
Though much of Vietnam’s music has been decidedly
Eastern in nature, French occupation of the country,
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